Representations in respect of Future Land Allocation
Within the Local Development Framework
Land known as’ The Football Field’; ‘The Farmers
Field and ‘The Donkey Field’, Seaview
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Introduction
This report concerns submissions under the Local Development Framework for future
housing, and in particular, development allocations within the new Island Plan.
The land under consideration comprises three parcels; the Football Field, The Farmers
Filed and the Donkey Field (together ‘the land’).
The Christopher Scott practice is acting on behalf of a number of local residents who
live adjacent or in close proximity to the land. A list of the residents appears at
Appendix A to this report (‘the residents’). The author of this report is David Long BA
(Hons) P&D MA RTPI.
This report examines the suitability of the land for housing development from a
strategic perspective. It also examines the issues that will arise or are likely to arise in
respect of the deliverability of any housing development. A site visit was carried out
in October 2008.
The conclusion of this analysis carried out in respect of the land establishes that:
o

Strategically, allocation of the land, or any of the three parcels, for housing
development would be contrary to the objectives and direction of the Island
Plan and the aspirations of central government within the National Planning
Policy Framework.

o

There are fundamental issues in relation to deliverability of any development,
particularly around access. There are likely to be significant issues in relation
to site stability and drainage.

o

Development is highly likely to have an adverse effect on the habitat of
protected species and the environment.

o

There are more sustainable, less contentious and deliverable sites around the
Island as this representation will illustrate.

Location and Site Characteristics
The land is located on the northeast corner of the Island. It falls within the
development envelope of Seaview and Nettlestone, (see figure 1 below), but is
designated and protected as ‘open space’ in accordance with the Unitary
Development Plan allocations.

Figure 1 – Unitary Development Plan Extract
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The rationale for the open space allocation is self-evident. The land acts as a ‘green
lung’ separating Seaview from Nettlestone with a swathe of mature trees and open
fields. It is this open space that distinguishes the two communities and gives them
individual character.

Football
Field
Farmers
Field
Donkey
Field

To the north, a range of distinct character properties, historically converted into a
subtle blend of character homes are surrounded by protected woodland.
To the south and west, a more formalised pattern of development is established
through a succession of cul-de-sacs, having typical design attributes of a 1960’s to
70’s layout.
To the east are a number of substantial properties aligned along the seashore facing
into Seagrove Bay and offer character, contemporary and traditional houses. This
marine-related locality clearly defines the style and type of housing along this sea
frontage.
The back drop of ‘open space’ to the rear offers a pleasant and rural like
environment and does not portray the urban attributes of the surrounding
development envelope.
The site in question has an unlevel topography and slopes from the west to the east
with a reasonable fall.
The vast array of mature trees that surround offers a blanket coverage that softens
the peripheral urban environment. The trees are distinct in character, having
significant but soft proportions to offer high visual amenity.
The site is surrounded by a number of public footpaths that lead down through to
Seagrove Bay and back up into the main village.
This site is not readily accessible or capable of being accessed by a motor vehicle
and is locked by residential curtilage and third party ownership.
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Core Strategy and the Island Plan
The Core Strategy has been developed in response to a succession of national
policies and guidance strategies particularly contained within PPS1 (Delivering
Sustainable Development) and PPS3 (Housing).
Central Government’s intention is clear. All new allocations should be centred
around existing town centres where there is inherent transport, employment and
housing sustainability.
In particular PPS 3 (Housing) under sections 10 and 36 indicates that;

The above illustrates the policy direction, however both PPS1 and PPS3 constantly
reiterate that allocated housing should be in sustainable locations, providing
employment, infrastructure and services.
Seaview has never been viewed as a centre of employment or commerce, being
more closely aligned to residential occupation. It has become a commuter
settlement with people working in the wider districts of Newport, Ryde, Sandown,
Shanklin and Cowes.
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The Core Strategy (pages 25-28) alongside the adopted sustainability matrix clearly
indicates that settlements like Newport, Cowes, East Cowes, Ryde, Sandown and
Shanklin should be considered key regeneration areas capable of accommodating
most sustainable growth.
Settlements like Ventnor, Freshwater and Totland are identified as smaller
regeneration areas as they still offer a good range of services whilst rural areas like
Arreton, Bembridge, Brading, Brighstone and Chale are capable of accommodating
limited growth that meets local needs.
Remaining settlements including Seaview are considered inappropriate to
accommodate growth. The Core Strategy has not mentioned Seaview as a growth
area, presumably because there is no form sustainable employment available nor
does it have the infrastructure to create it.
By 2026 the Isle of Wight has to produce at least 10,400 new dwellings over the
planned period with 60% of that being provided on existing brownfield land. This is in
accordance with the targets set by the Regional Spatial Strategy, and soon to be
adopted by The Government Office of South East (GOSE). Based on those
calculations 43.5 to 72.5 ha of Greenfield land needs to be allocated to achieve the
target.
The number of units that can be developed on this land will not provide a density that
will meet the aspirations of the policy targets. The question must arise as to why this
land should be allocated? It will most certainly spoil the visual amenities of the area,
whilst only paying lip service to gaining appropriate housing provision.
In considering the vast number of appropriate sites located around sustainable
centres the question must arise as to whether this visually important open space that
offers a distinct context to the area should be allocated for any form of
development.
In the interests of public amenity and on the basis of historic adoption as ‘open
space’ there must be strong natural presumption against development. It is plain
that those responsible for planning at the time of the development of housing in the
west and south of the land in the 1970’s understood the need for open space
between Seaview and Nettlestone. The reasoning behind that decision is as valid
today as it was 40 years ago, the more so as development on the Isle of Wight
increases.
The Core Strategy is clear in its content. The principle of development should not be
accepted. However the next sections of this representation will identify that the
actual deliverability would be impossible.

Sustainability
The principles laid out in the Core Strategy make plain that Seaview and Nettlestone
are not deemed to be sustainable for growth unlike their competition of Newport,
Cowes, Ryde, Sandown and Shanklin.
The only opportunity for growth within the Seaview area is on this specific parcel of
land as there is no land on the outskirts of the village that is suitable. As illustrated the
deliverability of the site is severely restrained. The only opportunity would be to
develop on a residential basis. It would be far from practical to provide industrial
and commercial premises alongside residential units due to the limited size of the site.
Therefore the site would only be developed on a residential basis and like the existing
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house in the area all occupants travel by motor vehicle into the larger town centres,
due to the attraction and amenities including shops and entertainment facilities.
In accordance with PPS1 (Delivering Sustainable Development), PPS3 (Housing) and
PPG13 (Transport) the site is not sustainable and should not be allocated on that
basis.

Visual Green Gateway
Currently protected within the Unitary Development Plan as ‘open space’ this green
corridor and gateway is a significant visual attraction and buffer to separate housing
to the north and south. If developed the amalgamation of development sites would
highly conflict with government guidance contained within ‘Green Spaces, Better
Places’. This land is extremely important within the visual landscape and defines the
context and character of Seagrove Bay and the surrounding locality. If lost it would
drastically cause significant character and context degradation.
The most significant and important viewpoint of the site is when within Seagrove Bay.
The land rises up and hides the residential development behind it. Only the houses
along the frontage of Seagrove Bay can be seen, although they offer a quaint and
character appearance. Development of this site would lead to an adverse sprawl of
suburbia, which would certainly degrade the visual appearance and green profile.
Obviously the properties aligned along Solent View Road have their rear elevations
facing onto this open space which if lost would drastically impinge on their residential
amenity and source of living enjoyment.

Properties contained within Seagrove Close, have a quaint but strong backdrop of
open space and trees. The allocation of this site would severely restrict and impinge
on their residential amenity and would certainly not be welcomed by those
occupants.

Figure 10 – Current vista’s of open space designation
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Land Constraints
i) Access
At present there is only one access point to the land, namely the unmade up road
that runs along the north side of the Football field (numbered 4 on the plan below).
This unmade road stops at Seagrove Manor Close. All four potential access points
are considered below (numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 on the plan). However, it is plain that
all three potential access points have significant failings. In summary there are
fundamental issues in respect of the safety and appropriateness of both the existing
and the potential access points that effectively render the land, or any of the three
parcels unsuitable for development allocation.

3

4

1
2

Figure 2 – Access provisions into the site
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Access 1
Pier Road is a privately owned unmade road that services a number of properties
fronting onto Seagrove Bay. This road is not adopted and by reason of its width is not
suitable for any form of intensification. As shown below Pier Road currently runs
immediately behind the houses that it serves. Those houses use Pier Rod for parking.

Figure 2 & 3 – Photographs along Pier Road

The wider highway network leading to Pier Road is not suitable for intensification and
certainly would not comply with current highway guidance standards contained
within ‘Manual for Streets’. This is a companion guide to ‘Design Bulletin 32’, which
regulates the highway engineer’s stance on new highway development.
Pier Road, if utilised as the main highway would mean bringing traffic through the
town and past shops, where in summer there is considerable congestion and
insufficient infrastructure. This highway cannot cope with additional growth.
The boat park owned by the Isle of Wight Council just behind Hallard’s development
would create conflict as boats are routinely dragged across the road to the slip.
Should Pier Road be adopted it will be impossible for the highways authority to
discharge surface waters into a system as this will mean gaining the consent from
properties aligning the road. The majority of households will be adverse to the
allocation and so this constraint may lead to infrastructure that is not fit for purpose.
Pier Road is known for ground instability and so if adopting the road, engineering
works would be required. This would likely mean gaining consent from households,
which will not be possible.
The point at which Pier Road accesses the site is problematic. The topography and
level change will require significant engineering works to bring it up to standard. It
would most certainly affect the visual appearance, creating a crass and urban
environment to the detriment of the visual amenities.
Additionally the trees to the west, which align Pier Road, are safeguarded under a
blanket protection order. When engineering the road it would inevitably affect the
trees that are protected.
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There is a public footpath that blindly crosses the point of access and would lead to
unacceptable danger if combined with vehicular traffic. At present the traffic
generated along this road is insignificant.

Figures 4 & 5 – Access Junction to access 1 and land to the rear

Access from Pier Road would either have to cross a strip of land that runs across the
bottom of the Donkey Field owned by the occupants of Providence and Sunny Mead
or it would involve the building of a new road in the protected woodland behind Pier
Road. Removal of any trees within the woodland would be undesirable, as it would
reduce the collective density, reduce the green aesthetic and effect ecology
contrary to the Habitats Directive. The Countryside Department would most certainly
not support this form of access.
The photographs above show the footpath into the strip of land at the end of Pier
Road (Fig 4). The second photo (fig 5) shows the strip of land facing south towards
Gully Road. The occupants of Providence and Sunny Meads for obvious reasons are
not in favour of developing the land; it would certainly prejudice the amenities their
properties currently enjoy. It is understood that the piece of land was purchased in
order to allow the gardens of the houses that back on to the Donkey Field to be
extended. It is unlikely that a developer will be able to acquire this strip.

Access 2
Access 2 would seek to make use of a bridle path (public footpath) that runs
between No’s 49 and 51 Solent View Road. The land on which the bridle path runs
involves trees three different owners excluding the owners of the land.
As it appears from land registry plans at Appendix 2 it is clear that No‘s 49 and 51
have ownership of this land up to and underneath the surface and scrapings of the
bridle path. The value of both properties would be significantly and adversely
impacted by the creation of an access road.
Any access to the land would also have to cross the public footpath that bisects the
bridle path and runs down to the bottom of Gully Road and Seagrove Bay. This is a
busy and well well used footpath running to the rear of the houses that abut the land.
The footpath and land is owned by the developer who originally built the Solent View
estate.
The different ownership of these small pieces of land creates a number of random
strips and represents a very significant constraint on the deliverability of the land for
development.
Further more, even if the ransom situation was resolved a significant and important
oak tree would have to be removed in order to make the access usable it vehicles.
The removal of this oak tree which would detrimentally affect the visual amenities of
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the area. The countryside department of the IOW Council have visited the site and
have confirmed that this tree is worthy of protection. It is high grade and forms an
important part of the character and context to this locality.

Figure 6 – Visually important tree at entrance to access 2

Access 3
This access is entirely inadequate. To achieve this route a developer would have to
purchase a number of rear gardens alongside the public footpath. The gardens to
the properties would be significantly reduced and would unlikely gain support from
the Local Planning Authority let alone owners of the properties. It would certainly
spoil the visual ambience and likely cause highway danger and conflict.
Access 4
This access, provided off Seagrove Manor Road, which is then directed down through
Seagrove Farm Road currently provides access to the Football Field a and to the
properties to the east of the land. The owners of all properties will be opposed to the
residential allocation.
Seagrove Manor Road services a quiet residential environment and would not be
appropriate for intensification because of its width and setting. The access onto Old
Seaview Lane is poor as the alignment and visibility splays out form it is inadequate.
Although Seagrove Manor Road services a number of properties it is not appropriate
to accommodate further highway growth. Indeed the road is too narrow for two cars
to pass each other safely and users report that it is necessary to drive up onto the
pavement to pass parked cars to avoid oncoming cars.

ii) Trees
As designated within the current Unitary Development Plan the site is deemed to be
public open space. It offers a high form of visual amenity that should be secured in
perpetuity.
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Obviously some of this inherent character is provided through the protected
woodland to the north and the individual trees pepper potted throughout the site.
When reflecting on tree guidance contained within the BS Standards (5837:2005) it is
clear that all those trees of high visual amenity should be retained and safeguarded
in the interests of public viewing pleasure.

Figure 8 – Trees of high visual amenity under threat

The BS standards were adopted in 2005. They provide guidance in respect of
development sites. It requires a balanced approach when deciding which trees
should be retained and how they can be safeguarded within design considerations.
In accordance with this guidance it is clear that the developable area of the site is
significantly reduced. The trees form high visual amenity and should be retained and
protected on that basis. This obviously creates a significant problem when trying to
develop at a density that will deliver the housing targets contained within the Island
Plan.

iii) Geology
There are a number of areas on the Island that suffer from geotechnical problems
that militate against development allocation. In particular there are significant
swathes of clay strata that create the hazard of landslip and constitute considerable
constraints on the development. Seaview and Seagrove Bay in particular suffers from
significant problems in this regard and such problems are well known by the Isle of
Wight Council.
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In accordance with PPG 14 (Development on Unstable Land) geotechnical
investigations will be are needed to establish whether development on the land is
feasible. The area has a history of instability and landslip. In the 1970’s there was a
very significant landslip behind Pier Road in the woods to the north of the land. The
instability of Pier Road and the houses on Pier Road and in Seagrove Bay (as well as
the sea defences) is well documented. What is currently known about the land
strongly suggests that there will be geotechnical problems. Such problems will be a
significant constraint on development and will prejudice the Isle of Wight gaining
appropriate levels of housing provision.
The aim of PPG14 (Development on Unstable Land) is to guide Local Authorities, Land
owners and developers to seek advice on the physical constraints of the land and to
provide remedial, preventive and precautionary measures to ensure that the
development can be delivered. Without knowing the full implications it might be
unviable to develop the site at a suitable density and so the Local Planning Authority
would be pressured to increase the quantity of housing beyond what would be
appropriate for this area.
It must be noted that ground stability is one of the only material considerations within
planning case law to affect health and safety. If the site has or is likely to have such
likely problems it should not be allocated for development.

iv) Drainage
Drainage is a key issue within any development site and is strongly interconnected
with the geology. Should there be a significant presence of clay then soakaways will
not be appropriate and so water attenuation or outflows in to the Solent would be
required. This reduces the developable area or will raise significant problem when
trying to resolve land ownership problems or objections from Natural England who
constantly object to new outflows. This is due to increased run off rates, pollution and
decreased natural filtration in.
Within recent years the Environment Agency have raised strong concern over the
provision of significant swathes of impermeable roads and hard standings. This green
site if covered with large amounts of roads and impermeable surfaces (including
roofs and driveways) will considerably increase surface water flows and without any
form of sensitive mitigation will likely cause problems to properties to the east.
Due to the topography and gradient it is likely that there will be problems with foul
water disposal. It is historically known that Southern Water has problems with
capacity within the existing system and so any intensification will either lead to the
provision of a new network or an upgrade of the existing. Additionally the foul water
system will have to be pumped back up to Seaview which given the land ownership
constraints would be a significant problem when trying to ensure the correct
easements.

v) Habitats Directive
In 1992 the European Community adopted the Directive 92/43/EEC for the
conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora (EC habitat directive).
The provisions of the directive require member states to introduce a range of
measures including the protection of species. The EC Habitats Directive introduced
the Conservation and Habitats Regulations in the UK in 1994.
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Great emphasis is given to protection on land or freshwater and that empahasis is
underpinned by notification as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI’s). The main aim
of the Directive is to promote and maintain biodiversity, with its contribution towards
sustainable development.
The aim of the core strategy is to safeguard existing protected sites and to seek out
eligible new designations and promote special areas of conservation.
A process of assessment given to the Habitats Directive has been carried out in the
parallel with the sustainability appraisal contained within the core strategy (Pages
3,11,55-60).
Although the land is not protected as a SSSI, SAC or another ecological protective tier
discussions have taken place with local ecologists who recognise the importance
that this land and the neighbouring woodland gives to provide biodiversity and
ecology.
In fact a number of species have been identified including field and door mice, fox
and rabbits runs, red squirrel and tentative sights of slowworm. The land holds a
reservoir of food for a number of predatory birds roosting within the neighbouring
woodland, as well as the badgers from the badger sett within the wood.
The connectivity to the land to the woodland is extremely important. The crossdirectional movements of animals onto the land would most certainly be affected.
This would be contrary to the aims of the Habitats Directive and should be taken
extremely seriously within the land allocation review.

Land Ownership
Land ownership is a significant problem with this allocation. Each of the Football
Field, the Farmers Field and the Donkey Field are in different ownership. It is
understood that the owner of the Farmers Field has no intention of allowing his
property to be developed.
As explained above there will be multiple ransoms to resolve when trying to gain
appropriate access for vehicles and also to allow suitable drainage networks to be
installed. On current understanding, it is unlikely that the owners of the ransom will be
prevailed upon to sell.
Additionally, it is evident that the land formed part of what was formally the Seagrove
Manor Estate. It is understood that there maybe restrictive covenants in favour of the
dominant tenement that may restrict what can and cannot be done with the land.
It is clear that the Local Planning Authority within the LDF process is taking a
pragmatic approach to land ownership. Those sites with ransom situations are
severely restricted within the score ratings. Although most sites do have some form of
third party land constraint this site is severely restricted and is not deliverable or
developable.

Developable Area
Although the site measures around 2 ha when physically developing it the density
would be severely hindered because of a number of important issues.
o

Site width
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o

Safeguarding trees

o

Safeguarding existing residential amenity

It is clear that this site is long but narrow. When gaining the correct balance of
adoptable roads, providing suitable size properties with appropriate gardens so fitting
within local context and character it will lead to a density that is not worth allocating.
In accordance with tree guidance contained within BS 5837;2005 (Trees in Relation to
Construction) a root protection area, and shading growth plan must be provided.
Therefore although the trees would seem to be capable of being saved when
reviewing the tree guidance it significantly reduces the developable area, leading to
an unsuitable and incapable development site.
Somewhat interconnected with the width of the site the properties along Solent View
Road with their modest size gardens would have to be protected by a good spatial
separation to protect amenities, privacy and living enjoyment. When giving sufficient
distance between the developments a significant part of the site would have to be
left either as a buffer or allocated to gardens. This would mean that the
development is severely constrained and cannot be developed in an efficient
manner.
Figure 9. Developable area of site

It is appreciated that a developer might suggest that the land, or one of the parcels
of land, would be suitable for ‘one off’ housing; i.e. a unique, bespoke development.
However:
1) Development at a low density would not meet planning policy aspirations, in
making an efficient use of land
2) Any development, either being high or low density would affect the visual
appearance of the area, loosing the importance of the ‘green lung’.
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Deliverability and Conclusion
In conclusion it is clear that the site cannot deliver a sustainable product both in terms
of the direction of central government planning policy and those contained within
the Core Strategy of the Island Plan. Even if the site was suitable and sustainable,
there are numerous constraints to affect the deliverability including access, geology,
drainage, land ownership and effect on trees. It would be impossible to resolve those
issues to bring forward the allocation into a deliverable product.
Due to the land constraints the developable area of the site will not provide a density
that is suitable and will categorically remove one of the most important visual green
buffers that separates Nettlestone and Seaview, hence allocated within the Unitary
Development Plan as open space.
On that basis there is clear conclusion that the site is not suitable for any form of
allocation and should be retained as open space within the forth coming Island Plan.
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Appendix 1 – Names and Addresses of Residents
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Appendix 2 – H. M. LAND REGISTRY EXTRACT

Solent View Road, Seaview
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